


1.   Registrations for all the management events will be 
       closed by 12.00 PM on October 12th, 2022.

2.     Spot registration for Spot Dance, Photography, and 
       Treasure Hunt will be closed by 09:00 AM on October 
       14th, 2022 (First Day) and for Group Dance, 3’s Football, 
       and Corporate Walk will be closed by 08:30 AM on 
       Oc       October 15th, 2022 (Final Day).
  
3.    The management events are open to both PG and UG 
       students of any stream and for all professional courses.

4.     Only one member of a team needs to register for team 
       events. One person per team must be there to act as a
       point of contact for each team (like a team leader).

5.5.    The College ID Card or the authorization letter from the 
       college authority (in case ID cards are not issued) for 
       each participant should be provided as a PDF file during
       the registration process. All participants are required to        
       always carry their respective college ID cards within the
       college premises.

6.     Participants are advised to take care of their personal 
       belonging. O       belonging. Organizers will not be held responsible for any
       damage or loss.

7.     All the members of a team should be from the same 
       college/institute.

General Guidelines



8.  There is no limit to the number of participants/teams from 
    a specific college for any event.

9.  The participants must report to the venue 30 minutes 
     before the commencement of their respective events.

10.Teams failing to report the specific venue at the stipulated 
     time will be disqualified. 

11.Modifications with 11.Modifications with respect to the teams will not be 
     permitted after registration.

12. Participants of management events should come prepared 
     to stay overnight on the campus on the first day if selected
     or further rounds.

13. The decisions taken by the committees and the judges 
     would be final in any circumstance.

14.14. Any kind of vulgarity or usage of offensive language is 
     strictly prohibited, and any such instance would lead to 
     disqualification.

15. Use of cigarettes, alcohol, or any other unfair means is 
     strongly prohibited.

16. The committee has the right to modify or amend the event  
     schedule or platform of the events at any point in time if  
     the situation demands it. In case of any unfo     the situation demands it. In case of any unforeseen cir 
     cumstance, the committees have the sole authority to take 
     decisions.



17.   Participants should carry laptops (at least two), 
       Net setters, Calculators, good quality video recording 
       devices (mobile phones/video cameras), and Pen Drives   
       for their personal use.

18.   Writing materials and other stationery items will be 
       provided by the college.

19. 19.  Phone numbers provided by the candidates at the time of 
       registration must be retained as the same phone 
       numbers may be required at further stages of the event.

20.   Each event will have a specific set of rules and 
       regulations. Participants are expected to go through all 
       and adhere to the same.

21.  All file submissions like documents, pictures, videos,  
       audio, and PP       audio, and PPTs should be done in the prescribed format 
       itself. Delayed submissions will not be entertained.

22.  The best possible support would be done from our side in 
       case of any technical error or glitch that occurs during 
       the event. Rest should be taken care of at participants’ 
       own risk.

23.   Plagiarism checks may be done at any point in time and 
       would fu       would further result in disqualification if found guilty. 

24.   Privacy of the links provided during the events must be 
       respected. It should not be shared or forwarded unless 
       specified. 



25.   Any sort of unfair/unethical practice or violation of rules
       will be treated seriously and may further lead to the 
       disqualification of the participant/team. 

26.  The organizers will have complete rights over any content  
       presented/shared by the participants during the event.

27.   All participants will be provided with softcopy of 
       pa       participation certificates.
 
28.   For any queries or grievances, mail us to 
       inflore@rajagiri.edu.  



CRIMSON WARRIOR - BEST MANAGER

1.    The Best Manager is an individual event.

2.    Enable drive access to the event email id 
      (bminflore@rajagiri.edu) for every submission throughout 
       the event.

VARIGETA - BEST MANAGEMENT TEAM

1.1.    A team must consist of 4 members.

2.    One participant can only be a part of a single team and
       should be from the same college.

3.    Enable drive access to the event email id 
       (bmt_inflore@rajagiri.edu) for every submission throughout
       the event.

THE PLAY OF IRIDESCENCE - FINANCE GAME

1.1.    A team must consist of 4 members.
 
2.    One participant can only be a part of a single team and 
       should be from the same college.
 
3.    Enable drive access to the event email id 
      (financegameinflore@rajagiri.edu) for every submission 
      th      throughout the event.

Management  Events



CROMATIC CHASE - MARKETING GAME

1.    A team must consist of 4 members.

2.    One participant can only be a part of a single team and   
       should be from the same college.

3.     Enable drive access to the event email id 
       (marketinggameinflore@rajagiri.edu) for every submission
       th       throughout the event.

VIVID PERSONA - HR GAME

1.    A team must consist of 4 members.

2.    One participant can only be a part of a single team and 
      should be from the same college.

3.    Enable drive access to the event email id 
      (hrinflore@rajagiri.edu) for every submission throughout the 
            event.



       PRISMATIC AURA - SPOT DANCE

1.     It is an Individual event.

2.    Any style of dance is accepted.

3.    There will be three rounds, instructions for which will 
       be given separately, prior to the event.

4.    The costumes of the participants should be neat and 
       decent. No vulgarity is p       decent. No vulgarity is promoted.

5.     Use of hazardous materials on stage is prohibited.

       SCINTILLATING SILHOUETTE - GROUP DANCE

1.     Every group must have a minimum of 7 and a maximum    
       of 15 members.

2.     Choice of the song is open to the participants. 

3.    The music provided by the participants must be audible
       enough.       enough.

4.    The costume of the participant must be neat and decent,
       no vulgarity will be entertained.

5.    All types of dance forms like hip-hop, contemporary, 
       classical, folk, jazz, etc., are allowed. 

Non  Management  Events



6.    There will be only 1 round, the instruction of which would 
       be given prior to the event.

7.    Song duration must be within 7 to 10 minutes and an extra 
       3 minutes will be given for setting up the stage.

8.     Use of hazardous materials on stage is prohibited.

       IRIS’ ARIA - VOICE OF INFLORÉ

1.   1.    It is a solo singing competition.

2.    No repetition of songs is permitted in different rounds.

3.     No chorus voices are allowed in karaoke.

4.     Songs with pure and proper language usage must be 
       selected, and for the western category, rap versions are not
       allowed.

5.     Participants are required to use either karaoke or a musical
       instrument        instrument to accompany their song.

6.     Karaoke tracks if any should be submitted prior to the 
       start of the event on a CD/DVD/PENDRIVE. 

7.    Enable drive access to the event email id 
       (voiceofinflore@rajagiri.edu) for every submission 
       throughout the event.



   CHASE THE HUE - TREASURE HUNT

1.    A team should consist of four members.

2.    Participants should reach back to the venue when the time 
       of the round ends. Teams that do not return within the given   
       time will be disqualified.

3.    Teams that are not present at the round briefing, which 
       sta       starts half an hour before the round begins, will be 
       disqualified.

4.     People with health issues are advised not to participate, 
       as different types of tasks are involved in the event. 

5.    Suggest participants to dress up comfortably as they have            
       to do tasks.

6.    Team members participating in the treasure hunt will not be 
       allowed        allowed to participate in other events happening on the 
       same day.

7.     Enable drive access to the event email id 
       (treasurehuntinflore@rajagiri.edu) for every submission 
       throughout the event.
    
       LUMINESCENCE - PHOTOGRAPHY

1.    1.     Images should not be larger than 35 MB for DSLR 
       photography.

2.     Images should be no larger than 20 MB for Mobile 
       photography.



3.    Photos must be in JPEG format (contestants in DSLR 
       competitions can submit RAW Images as well).

4.    All submitted photos must contain the original EXIF 
       metadata information.

5.   There must be no border(s), logo(s), copyright marks, 
       identifying marks, or any other visible references and/or  
       marks on the image.       marks on the image.

6.     Participants are requested to provide information about 
       their equipment along with the registration form fill up for 
       ensuring the authenticity of ownership of the still.

7.    Photos that portray or otherwise include inappropriate 
       and/or offensive content, including provocative nudity, 
       violence, human rights and/or environmental violation, 
       and/or any other contents deemed        and/or any other contents deemed to be contrary to the law, 
       religious, cultural & amp; moral traditions, and practices of 
       India, are strictly prohibited and will be immediately 
       discarded.

8.    The submitted photograph must be original, owned by the
       participant, and should in no way violate intellectual 
       property rights. If any of the pictures stand as a reason for 
       the b       the breach of ownership issue of other intellectual property
       rights, the event will not be responsible for the behavior of 
       each participant and appropriate legal actions will be taken.
  
9.     Enable drive access to the event email id 
       (photographyinflore@rajagiri.edu) for every submission
       throughout the event.



TRIADIC METEOR - 3’S FOOTBALL

1.    Team size: a total of 5 members 
       (3 players + 2 rolling substitutes).

2.     Participants should carry their own football kit.

3.    Proper football kit is mandatory in order to avoid injury.

4.     Match time is 10 minutes with 2 minutes half time in 
       between.        between. 

5.     Use of unfair means or violation of any rules will lead to 
       disqualification. The decision of the referee will be final.

THE MET GALA SASHAY - CORPORATE WALK

1.    Each team can have minimum of 6 and maximum 15 
       members. 

2.    The time limit for the event is 15 minutes of ramp (including
       the setting up of stage) and 3 minutes for questions and        the setting up of stage) and 3 minutes for questions and 
       answers.

3.    The fashion show does not follow any particular theme. 
       It is an Open Theme event.

4.    Background narration is allowed. 

5.    Background music and backdrops (if any) must be submit-
ted in Google Drive prior to the event.



6.    The teams are not allowed to exhibit their themes explicitly
       through banners, posters, or materials directly.

7.    Use of hazardous materials on stage is prohibited.

8.    Green room facilities will be provided.

9.    Vulgarity of any kind would lead to disqualification of the 
       team from the event (consult event heads before
       pe       performing it directly on stage).

10.   Enable drive access to the event email id 
       (corporatewalkinflore@rajagiri.edu) for every submission 
       throughout the event.

NOTE: The guidelines for the online events are available in 
D2C platform.



For queries or grievances 
mail us to

inflore@rajagiri.edu
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